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         CYCLE TEST- 1( Revision Sheet) 
              

 

CLASS: V SUBJECT: ENGLISH  
1) The question paper is divided into 3 sections. 

Section A- Reading 
Section B -Grammar 
 Section C-Literature 

 
Section A- Reading 

 

Q1. Read the passage given below and answer the following questions: 
     

Discipline teaches us self-control, self-restrain and respect for laws. It produces a sense of duty. 

There is discipline in heavenly bodies, stars and planets. The ordered growth and decay show 

that there is discipline everywhere in nature. The school and colleges cannot run without 

discipline. Discipline makes us civilized. We learn to respect the views and rights of others. 

Games and sports make the players disciplined. Discipline stands for law and order. A well-

disciplined person always does his work (duty) honestly. If there is no discipline in society, 

people shall do as they please and that may be harmful for the society. Where there is no 

discipline, there is disorder. Without order and discipline there can be no peace in the society. 

Discipline keeps us within limits. 

A. Choose the appropriate answer. 

      1. Discipline stands for ………………                                                         

i) law and order                            ii) law and power                            iii) order and power 

 

2. Which of the following is the synonym of the word ‘ regard’ from the passage ? 

 i) respect                                            ii) law                                            iii) order       

 

  3.“ Discipline teaches us self- control, self-restrain and respect for law.” The word ‘teaches’ 

is a /an.................. 

i) Adjective                                  ii)      Verb                                               iii) Noun 

 
B. State True/False                             

i.  The school and college can run without discipline. (        ) 

      ii. A well-disciplined person always does his work honestly. (        ) 



C. Answer the following questions.                                                                                      

 
    i. What does discipline teach us ? 
    ii.What will happen if there is no discipline in the society ?   

     iii.How does discipline make us civilized ? 

 
Section B- Grammar 

 

 

Q2. Rewrite the following group of words as sentences.                  

a)  the she morning in yoga does 

b)  Pizza favourite is his food Italian 

c) The we visited museum science yesterday 

 

 

    Q3.Add subject or predicate  accordingly.              

            a) ……………… am always punctual. 

            b) This book ............................. 

            c) …………….is the most active student in our class. 

Q4. Identify the subject and the predicate in the following sentences.                  

a) Siya’s brother is quite sick. 

b) Don’t order coffee. 

c) Some girls were absent yesterday.  

     

Section C- Literature 

 

   Q5.    Answer the  following questions. (Do any two)                                                                     

      a) Nakoo did not like people, especially cricketers. Why ? 

      b) Who was the captain of the village team ? Why did the village cricket team seem to be 
stronger ? 

      c) In what way did Ranji’s mother feel maths and history would be useful to him in his 
chosen field ? 

 

Q6.   Give meaning and frame sentence  of  ‘ bask’.                                                          

 

    Q7.    Reference to context.                                                                                                    

             “I’m going to be a Test cricketer when I grow up.” 

a) Whom does ‘I’ refer to ? 



b) Whom is the speaker speaking to ? 

 

   Q8.    Choose the correct option.                                                                                                

   i)  Peehu has been ……………… all day. 

     a) thrusting                     b) sulking                       c) filling 

      ii) He is sincere and easy to …………….. with everyone. 

a) get along              b) called off                   c) work out 
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